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Abstract:Sensing coverage of a sensor network characterizes how wellan area is monitored or tracked by sensors.
Connectivity is an important requirement that shows how nodes in a sensor network can effectively communicate.
Some hotspot areas in the network are more important than other areas and need to be covered by more sensors. We
are interested in an initial deployment strategy that maximizes the coverage area of wireless sensor network while
preserving connectivity between nodes provided that all given hotspot regions are covered by at least k sensors.
We propose a genetic algorithm based solution to find an optimal sensor node distribution. Experimental results
are presented to evaluate our algorithm.
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1 Introduction

Sensor networks are dense wireless networks of small,
low-cost sensors, which collect and disseminate envi-
ronmental data. Wireless sensor networks facilitate
monitoring and controlling of physical environments
from remote locations with better accuracy. They have
applications in a variety of fields such as environmen-
tal monitoring, military purposes and gathering sens-
ing information in inhospitable locations [1].

Coverage is one of the fundamental problems in
sensor networks which sensing coverage characterizes
the monitoring quality provided by a sensor network
on a designated region and reflects how well a sen-
sor network is monitored or tracked by sensors [3].
Consequently, coverage can be considered as the mea-
sure of quality of the service of a sensor network [11].
While some applications may only require that ev-
ery location in a region be monitored by one node,
other applications require that some areas in the net-
work are more important than other areas and need
to be covered by more sensors. These important re-
gions are called hotspots[3]. The coverage require-
ment on hotspot regions also depends on the number
of faults that must be tolerated. Another important
point to consider in sensor networks is providing con-
nectivity between sensor nodes. Without connectiv-
ity, nodes may not be able to coordinate effectively or
transmit data back to base stations. Thus, combination
of connectivity and coverage is an important concept
in sensor networks[4].

In a large scale sensor network that the sensor
nodes are random scattered, some redundant sensor
nodes are needed to make sure a satisfying coverage
on the sensing area. In sensor networks that sensor
nodes can be set specially, we can reduce not only the
redundancy nodes, routing request and maintenance
overhead, power consuming but also expend the net-
work’s sensing range. So how to get the optimized
node distribution is an important problem in the wire-
less sensor networks [7].

A genetic algorithm (GA) is a search technique
used in computer science to find approximate solu-
tions to combinatorial optimization problems. Some
of the GA’s merits are that it can be easily developed
because it does not require detailed knowledge about
the problem, it can search globally, and it can adapt to
the changing conditions in the problem[2]. It is diffi-
cult to derive a solution for finding a better coverage
for a k-covered and connected sensor network deploy-
ment. The space of all feasible solutions can be quite
large. GA can efficiently be used to search an optimal
solution to this problem as a powerful technique.

The main contribution of this paper to be the first
application employing genetic algorithms that satis-
fies three conditions for finding an optimal sensor
placement :

• maximizes the coverage area of a sensor node
distribution

• all of the given hotspot areas are covered by at



least k sensors (k-covered)

• maintains connectivity between sensor nodes

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 de-
scribes the related work with respect to coverage prob-
lem in sensor networks. Section 3 contains constraints
and description of the problem. Section 4 presents ge-
netic algorithm which is used to optimize coverage in
a connected and k-covered sensor network. Section 5
shows experimental results and Section 6 is the con-
clusion.

2 Related Work
Recently, many researchers have been investigating
and developing techniques for achieving an optimal
sensor distribution that maximizes the coverage of the
sensing area and preserving sensor node connectivity.

Megerian et. al. [5] presents an optimal poly-
nomial time worst and average case algorithm for
coverage calculation by combining computational ge-
ometry and graph theoretic techniques (Voronoi di-
agram and graph search algorithms). Sensor cover-
age of the field are characterized by Maximal Breach
Path and Maximal Support Path and these parameters
can be used for future deployment or reconfiguration
schemes for improving the overall quality of the ser-
vice. A geometric analysis of the relationship between
coverage and connectivity is provided in [4]. A Cover-
age Configuration Protocol (CCP) is presented which
can provide different degrees of coverage requested
by applications meanwhile maintaining communica-
tion connectivity when the sensing range of sensors is
no more than half of the communication range. But
both of these two work do not address k-coverage
problem and do not provide an initial both k-covered
and connected sensor network deployment.

Some researchers have focused on optimizing
coverage of sensor network using Evolutionary Com-
putation techniques. An optimal distribution based
on Genetic Algorithm in the initial planning of sen-
sor network and a new optimizing algorithm of sensor
node distribution by utilizing node topology in sensor
network are proposed in [7]. [6] presents an Integer
Linear Programming formulation and evolutionary al-
gorithm to find a configuration that maintains the cov-
erage of the monitoring area, accomplishes the man-
agement of the network resources and minimizes en-
ergy consumption. [11] modeled the coverage prob-
lem as two sub-problems: floorplan and placement.
Two sub-problems are combined into one optimiza-
tion problem so that it can achieve the maximum pos-
sible coverage. Evolutionary computation techniques
presented in these papers do not offer a solution to find

an optimal coverage while preserving k-coverage and
connectivity.

There are some other studies that target k-
coverage problem in sensor networks. [3] formu-
late k-coverage problem as a decision problem, whose
goal is to determine whether every point in the service
area of the sensor network is covered by at least k sen-
sors, where k is a predefined value. A polynomial-
time algorithm is provided that checks the perime-
ter of the sensing range of each sensor. [9] consid-
ers the problem of selecting minimum size connected
K-cover. [10] propose a heuristic algorithm for ef-
ficiently scheduling the sensors, such that monitored
region can be k-covered with the purpose of maxi-
mizing the network lifetime. [8] present efficient ap-
proximation algorithm for selecting the minimum set
of sensors to activate from an already deployed set of
sensors. However, none of these research efforts try to
find an optimal initial sensor network distribution that
has k-covered hotspot areas and sensor connectivity.

3 Problem Definition
We are given an obstacle-free 2D area
A(width, height), N sensors with sensing ra-
dius rs and communication radiusrc = 2 ∗ rs, h
hotspot areas and ak value. We assume that hotspot
areas are unit disk shaped and they all have identical
radius that is equal to the sensing radius of sensors.
Fig. 1 presents the input parameters of the problem.

Figure 1: Example Sensor Network

We are requested to maximize total covered area
of sensor network under the following constraints:

• All sensors can communicate with each other
(connectivity)

• h hotpot areas must be covered by at leastk sen-
sors (k − covered)



• The sensing and communication ranges of all
sensors are identical

• Centers of sensors must be reside in the limited
areaA

After defining parameters and constraints, we can
summarize the problem as:

Definition 1 (Problem Definition) Given parame-
tersA, N , rs, rc, k; try to increase coverage area of
the sensor network without breaking the property that
all hotspot areas are k-covered and all sensors are
connected

4 Evolutionary Approach for Solv-
ing the Problem

We implemented a GA to find an optimal solution to
the coverage problem. First of all, GA requires some
important parameters to be defined listed as below:

• T Population size

• Pm Mutation probability

• Pc Crossover probability

• G Generation count

Next, GA is started with a random generated pop-
ulation. At each iteration, the best solutions from the
current population are used to form a new population
such that the new population is expected to be better
than the old one. GA continues to run until the num-
ber of the iterations exceeds the predetermined termi-
nation criteria (total number of generated populations
which given as a parameter). Outline of the imple-
mented GA is as follows:

• Start Generate a random population of chromo-
somes

• Loop Repeat until termination criteria is reached

– FitnessCalculate fitness and sort individu-
als

– New Population Crossover and mutation
are applied to current population to form a
new population

– Elitism The best individual is selected and
applied to current sensor deployment

• Solution Return optimal solution

4.1 Chromosome Encoding

Sensors are represented using 2D coordinates
(S(x, y)) on a 2D plane (A(width, height)) of the
form

{S(x, y) : 0 ≤ x ≤ width, 0 ≤ y ≤ height} (1)

Solutions (Chromosomes) are represented with a
movement array

C0 = {MS0
,MS1

,MS2
,MS3

, .....,MSN
}

C1 = {MS0
,MS1

,MS2
,MS3

, .....,MSN
}

C2 = {MS0
,MS1

,MS2
,MS3

, .....,MSN
}

Ci = {MS0
,MS1

,MS2
,MS3

, .....,MSN
}

CT = {MS0
,MS1

,MS2
,MS3

, .....,MSN
}

(2)

Every gene in this array represents next move-
ment amount of corresponding sensor. Population has
T chromosome and every chromosome hasN sensor
movement. Movement amount of sensor is

MSi
(xinc, yinc) : {−rs ∗ 0.01 ≤ xinc, yinc ≤ rs ∗ 0.01}

(3)
All these representations are implemented using

basic data structures which are shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 2: Data structures

4.2 Crossover, Mutation and Elitism

Crossover generates new offsprings from the best par-
ents among the current population. With crossover
probability (Pc), the best individuals are selected and
paired using one point crossover (Fig. 3). A random
cut point is selected on parents and genes beyond this
cut point is swapped between parent chromosomes.
The procured chromosomes are the children and re-
placed with the worst individuals in current popula-
tion to form a new and hopefully better population.

After crossover is finished, with mutation prob-
ability (Pm), the individuals are mutated by replac-
ing two randomly selected genes. After mutation and
crossover, the next step is choosing the elite individ-
ual. If the best solution of current generation is better
than the elite individual of all previous populations,



Figure 3: One point crossover

then it is saved as elite individual. At the next gener-
ation, elite individual is applied to sensor coordinates
to generate the new sensor locations.

4.3 Fitness function

Fitness function helps to discern quality of individ-
uals and to separate them to different quality groups.
Our main objective is to maximize coverage area. The
area of coverage is only useful to classify individuals
if these individuals are totally connected and satisfy
k-coverage. Otherwise we have to calculate fitness
function using other considerations. Quality of every
individual of the population has been calculated using
three criteria.

We assume that at every iteration of the GA, all
hotspots in the current sensor node distribution re-
mainsk-covered. Thus, we consider that the worst
individuals are the ones that do not satisfyk-coverage
property. First criteria is that, if current individual
does not satisfyk-coverage property, we assign a neg-
ative fitness (defined as−INFINITY ) to this indi-
vidual. We used the polynomial-time algorithm pro-
posed in [3] to check the perimeter of each hotspot
area. If the perimeter of each hotspot area is covered
by at leastk sensors, then we decide that all hotspot
areas are at leastk-covered and when we apply the
individual to the current sensor node distribution,k-
coverage property is still satisfied.

If hotspots areas arek-covered then the second
criteria is checking how well the sensors are con-
nected. This check has been done as finding the
number of connected components applying depth first
search to the network graph. If there are more than
one connected component, this means this sensor net-
work is not connected and we assign as negative fit-
ness value to this individual because it is not a feasible
solution. In a disconnected sensor network, fitness is
calculated as product of number of connected compo-
nents (Ncc) and total of shortest distances between all
connected components (Dcc). This formula generates
distinction between similar disconnected sensor net-
works (Fig. 4). Fig. 4(b) has a better fitness then Fig.
4(a) since it has lower number of connected compo-
nents. Fig. 4(d) and Fig. 4(c) has the same number of
connected components but the total distance between
connected components in the former is smaller and as

a result it has a better fitness. Consequently, by as-
signing such fitness values to individuals, we are try-
ing to connect a disconnected andk-covered sensor
network.

(a) Ncc = 4 (F=-5428) (b) Ncc = 3 (F=-1926)

(c) Ncc = 2 (F=-510) (d) Ncc = 2 (F=-224)

Figure 4: Disconnected sensor nodes

After constructing a connectedk-covered sensor
network, we try to maximize its coverage. The cov-
erage area of sensors is the last criteria for grouping
individuals based on their quality and it is estimated
using an image processing technique. All sensors are
drawn on a 2D finite plane and after producing 2D
graphics, all pixels which have different color from
background are counted to estimate the coverage area
(Ac)

Ac =
width
∑

i=0

height
∑

j=0

{

0, if Colorij is White

1, else
(4)

All these calculations are summarized at equation
(5).

F (Ci) =











−INFINITY,Q0

−(Dcc ∗ Ncc), Q1

Ac, Q2

(5)

Q0=not k-covered (not feasible)
Q1=k-covered, not connected (not feasible)
Q2=k-covered, connected (feasible)

5 Experimental Results
We have implemented the coverage optimization
problem in Java programming language using evo-
lutionary approach. For all our experiments, we as-
signed the population size, the number of generation,



the crossover rate and mutation rate to be 100, 4000,
0.7, and 0.2 respectively. All experiments are exe-
cuted on a PC platform that has Ubuntu GNU/Linux
operating system installed.

Before starting Genetic Algorithm, we build an
initial node placement that has all hotspot areask-
covered. In order to achieve this, we placek sensors
on every hotspot and remaining sensors are placed
randomly. After we build an initialk-covered sen-
sor graph, we start the Genetic Algorithm. Fig.
5 illustrates a sample simulation. We are given 3
hotspots (h1(100, 100), h2(200, 200),h3(400, 400)),
12 sensors that have 50 pixel sensing range, cover-
age valuek as 2 and a 400x400 square object area.
The initial distribution given as a start point to the
genetic algorithm is shown in Fig. 5(a) (We have
3 ∗ 3 = 9 sensors located at centers of hotspot ar-
eas(100, 100), (200, 200), (300, 300) that makes our
hotspot areask-covered and remaining 3 sensors are
placed randomly). Centers of hotspot areas are shown
with small black dots. At each generation, Genetic Al-
gorithm tries to construct a connected graph and then
it maximizes the total coverage area of the sensor net-
work. Fig. 5(l) shows the algorithm can effectively
adjust node positions to get an optimal sensor node
distribution which has the best network coverage sat-
isfying connectivity and k-coverage for hotspot areas.
Fig. 6 shows the change in total covered area (fitness)
through the generations.

(a) G=1
(F=22852)

(b) G=50
(F=33977)

(c) G=100
(F=51116)

(d) G=200
(F=58627)

(e) G=500
(F=65322)

(f) G=1000
(F=65331)

(g) G=1500
(F=65349)

(h) G=2000
(F=65453)

(i) G=2500
(F=65546)

(j) G=3000
(F=65546)

(k) G=3500
(F=65546)

(l) G=4000
(F=65546)

Figure 5: Elite individuals and increase in coverage
during GA run (k=2, h=3,N=12,A(400, 400))

Fig. 7 shows how is the total coverage affected
when we change thek parameter and illustrates sensor
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Figure 6: Total covered area change during GA run

distribution through 0-100th generations whenk=1,2
and 3 respectively. Since genetic algorithm preserves
k-coverage for all hotspot areas and does not move
sensors thatk-covers the hotspot area, when the cov-
erage value is bigger the number of sensors that GA
can move decreases. As shown in Fig. 7(a), whenk=1
we still do not have a connected graph in the 100th
generation because genetic algorithm has many sen-
sors that can be moved and search domain is large.
Fig. 7(f) shows the 100th generation whenk=2 and it
is connected. Whenk=3, we have a lower number of
sensors that can move to make the graph connected.
Also the sensors that are moved to connect the graph
are far away from the other connected component then
whenk=2 as shown in Fig. 7(i).

(a) 0 (k=1) (b) 50 (k=1) (c) 100 (k=1)

(d) 0 (k=2) (e) 50 (k=2) (f) 100 (k=2)

(g) 0 (k=3) (h) 50 (k=3) (i) 100 (k=3)

Figure 7: Change in coverage with differentk values

Finally, Fig. 8 shows a snapshot of genetic algo-
rithm simulation environment. Application uses XML



file for getting parameters of the problem and users
can interact with graphical user interface that visual-
izes sensor network node distribution on each genera-
tion of GA.

Figure 8: Genetic Algorithm Simulation Environment
for Sensor Networks

Experimental results show that implemented ge-
netic algorithm can provide an optimal sensor network
distribution that maximizes total coverage area while
preservingk-coverage for hotspot areas and connec-
tivity. Implemented algorithm can also be applied to
an existingk-covered but not necessarily connected
sensor network graph to make it connected and to
maximize its total coverage area.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

Coverage and connectivity are important metrics to
characterize the quality of sensor networks. In this pa-
per, a genetic algorithm is proposed and a specific fit-
ness function is designed to find a sensor network dis-
tribution that has optimal coverage by preserving node
connectivity and k-coverage property for hotspot ar-
eas. Experimental work shows that this algorithm can
achieve optimal node distribution in a feasible time.
We are studying on developing a method to find min-
imum number of sensors for connected k-coverage
problem. We plan to continue development of simula-
tion tool and extend its functionality to support more
application areas.
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